The Notes in Painting
1. USE ONLY PAINTS “TENT ART” sent from Japan.
Please DO NOT MIX OTHER PAINTS with TENT ART!
TENT ART is the only suitable paint for a vinyl canvas. If you mix other brands
with these paints, the part will peel off the canvas. In fact a few pictures
we received peeled partly. So please be careful not to mix others.
2. The paints extend very smoothly, very widely. Use it little by little.
Put a small amount of paint on the pallet with a small spoon or a stick
then dilute it with a little water. The paints are usable without diluting but
with a little water the paint will extend more smoothly and you can paint a large
space with minimum paint. The paints sent from Japan are enough to cover one
canvas with.
3. Make all colors from the 8 colors.
When you make a new color, you should add dark color to light color. In case
you want to make light blue, put some white on the pallet then add a little blue.
If you put some blue first, then you will have to add much more white to make
it lighter, which will cause a lack of white. Please instruct how to make colors
to your children.
4. The paints dry quickly and will not be removed from your clothes.
As the paints dry quickly, if you leave some on the pallet, they will soon
become solid and unusable. The same will happen on brushes so you should keep
brushes in water on the way and please wash them perfectly before putting them
away.
Once the paint puts on your clothes it will dry soon and never come out, so
children should be in cloths they don’t mind if they get dirty.
5. Make the picture dry perfectly after completion.
Please spread it open for three days before folding. It might be a good idea
to display the work in your school.

DO NOT FORGET!
Write information of the drawing including your names on the back of the canvas
after completing it. Each of you is a great artist!
Please write the followings on the back of the canvas with felt-tip pen.
① theme ②the date of completion ③ your school name and address
④ grade and class / the number of the students ⑥ signature of all the
participants

